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What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML

HTML is born for 'Scientists' at CERN.

Tim Berners Lee

First website (from archive@cern)



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML

HTML (1989; CERN)

HTML 1.0 (1993; IETF)

HTML 2.0 (1995; W3C)

HTML 3.2 (1997; W3C)

HTML 4.0.1 (1999; W3C)
XML 1.0 (1998)

XHTML 1.0 (2000)

XHTML 1.1 (2001)

XHTML Basic 1.0 (2000)

XHTML Basic 1.1 (2008)

HTML = 
HyperText Markup Language



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML
HTML 4.0.1 (1999; W3C) XML 1.0 (1998)

XHTML 1.0 (2000)

XHTML 1.1 (2001)

Extension to HTML4 (2003;Opera)

PositionPaper (2004;Opera/Mozilla)



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML

http://www.w3.org/2004/04/webapps-cdf-ws/papers/opera.html



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML
HTML 4.0.1 (1999; W3C) XML 1.0 (1998)

XHTML 1.0 (2000)

XHTML 1.1 (2001)

Extension to HTML4 (2003;Opera)

PositionPaper (2004;Opera/Mozilla)

WHATWG (2004;Opera/Mozilla/Apple)



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML

The Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG)The Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG)



  

What is HTML5  -  Brief history of HTML
HTML 4.0.1 (1999; W3C) XML 1.0 (1998)

XHTML 1.0 (2000)

XHTML 1.1 (2001)

Extension to HTML4 (2003;Opera)

PositionPaper (2004;Opera/Mozilla)

WHATWG (2004;Opera/Mozilla/Apple)

HTML5 Working Group (2007; W3C)

HTML5  (2010-12?; W3C)



  

What is HTML5  -  WHATWG and HTML5

HyperText Markup Language

The Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group



  

What is HTML5  -  'Working Draft' and 'Recommendation'

Process of W3C

Working Draft

Last Call Working Draft

Candidate Recommendation

Proposed Recommendation

Recommendation
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Process of W3C

Working Draft

Last Call Working Draft

Candidate Recommendation

Proposed Recommendation
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What is HTML5  -  'Working Draft' and 'Recommendation'

Process of W3C

Working Draft

Last Call Working Draft

Candidate Recommendation

Proposed Recommendation

Recommendation

At least, TWO imprementations



  

What is HTML5  -  'Working Draft' and 'Recommendation'

http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/beta/technology/



  

What is HTML5  -  'Working Draft' and 'Recommendation'

Process of W3C

Working Draft

Last Call Working Draft

Candidate Recommendation

Proposed Recommendation

Recommendation



  

What is HTML5  -  'Working Draft' and 'Recommendation'

Process of W3C

Working Draft

Just now, HTML5 is only the 'Working Draft',
but It's important to 'use' (and comment) NOW.



  

What is HTML5  -  HTML5 as IDL



  

* Semantic Web
* From the 'Web of Document' to the 'Web of Data'
* And 'Web as an Application Platform'

HTML/XHTML as Human / Machine Readable Format



  

Semantic Web

Group of methods and technologies to allow 
machines to understand the meaning - or 
"semantics" - of information on the World Wide Web.

(wikipedia)

Human / Machine Readable Format - Semantic Web

RDF - Resource Description Framework



  

'Web of Documents'

  * Collections of 'simple' human readable documents
  * In HTML4, we had <link>

'Web of Data'

  * Collections of machine readable / parsable data
  * Buildin support
     * Document hierarchies
     * ex. Microdata

From the 'Web of Document' to the 'Web of Data'



  

Microdata

From the 'Web of Document' to the 'Web of Data'

Adding 'meanings of data' into HTML document



  

At the era of HTML4, we had already 'DHTML', aka.
Dynamic HTML.

   First, we used them as 'interacting web'.
   And we have found the 'AJAX'

In HTML5, many new APIs are included.

   * Graphics – SVG, Canvas
   * Acceleration – Image/Video hardware acceleration
   * AV – Audio / Video elements had added

'Web as an Application Platform'



  

* Divided HTML5 -- Making small and related formats
* CSS as 'General Formatter',
        including Web as well as Paper Publishing
* HTML5 as 'Web of Data'
        Microdata and RDFa
* HTML5 as 'Collection of WebAPI'
        web storage, web sockets etc.
* HTML5 as 'Client Graphics'
        Canvas, SVG etc.

HTML and its related technologies



  

HTML5 is LARGE, and also has many and many related 
technologies.

HTML and related - Divided HTML5



  

HTML and related - Divided HTML5

From slide by dynamis (mozilla japan) at OSC Nagoya 2010



  

HTML and related - Divided HTML5



  

HTML and related - Divided HTML5



  

CSS – Cascading Style Sheets

* CSS is also used for 'print' media
   * ex. ePub, media=””

* CSS3 is changed to 'module based' spec.

HTML and related - CSS as 'General Formatter'



  

Vender prefix for CSS

   * Used when spec is on development
   * Of cource you can use them
      * Be careful for spec change
      * Also include w/o vender prefix

HTML and related - CSS as 'General Formatter'



  

Microdata / RDFa (Resourde Description Format)

You might already know / use RDF as RSS – RDF Site 
Summary.

Including RDF formatted description into HTML

HTML and related - HTML5 as 'Web of Data'



  

Among HTML5 and its related APIs, many WebAPI is 
defined.

  * HTML5
     * Offline events
     * Drag and Drop
     * Web messaging
     * 'device'
  * Related
     * WebStorage
     * IndexedDB
     * Geolocation
     * XMLHTTPRequest
     * WebWorkers
     * WebSocket

HTML and related - HTML5 as 'Collection of WebAPI'



  

Canvas is included in HTML5, and also SVG is avail.

* Canvas
    * Script based Graphics
    * Image will be handled as 'pixel data array'

* SVG – Scalable Vector Graphics
    * XML based Graphics
    * Image will be handled as 'DOM' object

HTML and related - HTML5 as 'Client Graphics'



  

* New elements
** Semantics -- section, article, aside, hgroup, etc.
** Multimedia -- video, audio, embed, canvas
** Wigets -- progress, meter, command, details, etc.
* Deleted elements
** CSS / font related.
** frame, frameset related.
* Simple doctype

Brief summary of the changes



  

Many semantics related elements have added.
And also, you can use Microdata/RDFa for semantics.

  * section – general sectioning/grouping for contents
       For h* with its continuing contents
  * article – section for an independent contents
  * aside – 'aside' contents, such as references
  * hgroup – grouping for h*

  * header – section header (not 'head')
  * footer – section footer
  * nav – site navigation

The changes - New elements - Semantics



  

The changes - New elements - Semantics



  

Many multimedia feature are added to HTML.
Also, they will be used from scripts.

  * video – native video player (eg. WebM)
  * audio – native audio player

  * canvas – scriptable pixel images

The changes - New elements - Multimedia



  

Graphical rendering are suggested for browsers.

   * progress – progress bar etc.
   * meter – results of measuring
   * menu / button / command – menu list
   * details / summary – detailed informations by user req.
   * keygen – PKI key generation

The changes - New elements - Wigets



  

Elements only for display (w/o semantics) are deleted.
All of these elements could be replaced by 'CSS'.

   such as 'font'
         could be replaced with <div style=”font-family: *”>

The changes - Deleted elements - CSS / font



  

Frame feature had deleted.

  * Adding scroll bar for some region – use CSS
  * Including common contents – use SSI or iframe

The changes - Deleted elements - frame, frameset



  

Doctype is simplized – <!DOCTYPE html>

  * Aren't we need to specify version of html?
      – most of current contents will be valid as HTML5
      – versioning of HTML might not be important

The changes - Simple doctype



  

* The contents model
** Categories
* Sectioning and outlines

Models of HTML5



  

Models of HTML5 - The contents model



  

At HTML4, block / inline elements are defined.

At HTML5, we use the 'contents model' for this.

  Examples..

    * contents model for 'section' is flow and sectionning
        – <section> can have <h*>, <p>, <article> etc.
        – <section> can not have <link>, <style> etc.

Models of HTML5 - The contents model



  

We could not define sections / hierarchies of contents 
only with markup.

  – of course, we have <h*> for heading
  – but, cannot specify which contents are related on

On HTML5, <section>, <article> etc. are defined for 
these definition.

Models of HTML5 - Sectioning and outlines



  

Models of HTML5 - Sectioning and outlines



  

* Semantics
* WebSockets
* Canvas / SVG
* Audio Data API

Examples and demonstrations



  

Any Questions?
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